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SUMMARY
This stu<fy deals with a classification of the contact manifolds satisfying 

C(4,X)S=0, where S, C are the Ricci tensor and Weyl tensor, respectively, under the 
conditon that characteristic vector field 4 belongs to the (k, p)-nullity distribution. 
Inthis

l.INTRODUCTION

Let ,cp,Ç,n,g) be a contact Riemannian manifold of dimension 2n+l>3.
Tanno [6] proved that (M^’,cp,§,r|,g) is an Einstein manifold and Ç belongs to the 

k-nullity distribution, then M is a Sasakian manifold and Perrone [4] proved that if 

M is a contact Riemannian manifold with R(X,Ç)S=0 and Ç belongs to the k-nulhty 
distribution, where ke R, then M is either an Einstein-Sasakian manifold or the 
produet E"^’(0)xS"(4). Papantoniou [1] generahzing this result proved that if M is a 

contact Riemannian manifold with R(X,Ç)S=0 and § belongs to the (k,ıx)-nullity 
distribution, where (k,)j.)e R^, then M is local isometric to E“^'(0)xS"(4) or an 
Einstein-Sasakian manifold or, an r|-Einstein manifold.The purpose of this paper is 
to classify the contact- manifolds satisfying C(X,Ç)S=0 under the condition that 
characteristic vector field belongs to the (k,p,)-nullity distribution.

2 .PRELIMINAMES AND KNOWN RESULTS

Let be an (2n+l) dimensional differentiable manifold. If there exist in
a global dilferential 1-form p satisfying pA(dp)7i0 then is called contact

manifold. It is well known that a contact manifold admits a vector field Ç, called the 
characteristic vector field, such that -r|(^)=1 and dTi(ğ,X)=0 for every Xex(M).
Moreover, M admits a Riemannian metne g and tensor field <p of type (1.1) such that
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<p^=-Id+Ti®ğ, g(X, ;)=n(X). g(X,(pY)=dTi(X,Y) (2.1)

then (cp,Ç,Ti,g) is called a contact metric structure. If has a contact metric
structure then, , cp,Ç,Ti,g) İS called contact metric manifold.
As a consequence of the relation (2,1) we have

g(<pX,(pY)= g(X,Y)- ıı(X)ıl(Y), <p^, Ti<P=O.
Denoting by L and R, Lie differentitation and curvature tensor, respectively, v/e 
define the operators f and h

(2.2)

ZX=R(X,OÇ,hX==-(Lç<p)X.

The (1.1) tensors h and / self-adjoint and satisfy 
hÇ=O, /Ç=0, Trh=Trhcp=O, htp=-<ph.

If V is the Riemannian coımection of (M,g), then

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5) i)Vxç—(pX-(phX. 

ii)V§ (p=0, 
İii)(p/cp-/=2(h2+cp2).

See also [3].
A contact metric manifold is Sasakian if and only if

R(X,Y)Ç=Tl(Y)X-n(X)Y,
On the manifold M endomorphisms XaY and C(X, Y) are defined 

(XAY)Z=g(Y,Z)X-g(X,Z)Y

C(X,Y)Z=R(X,Y)Z- -1 
(n-2)

[(XaY)Z+(QXaY)Z]+ 1
(n-2Xn-l)

(2.6}

k(XaY)Z(2.7)

1

respectively, whcrc the Ricci operatör Q of (M,g) is defined by

S(X,Y)=g(QX,Y) andX,Y,Z€x(M) (*)

and n > 2 .

We cxtcnd these endomorphisms to the derivations C(X,Y) and XaY of the algebra 
of the tensor fields on M, assuming that they commute with contractions and

C(X,Y)f=0, (XAY)f=0
for svery smooth fimction on M where, C(X,Y) is the Weyl tensor of M.
A contact metric manifold is said to be rı-Einstein if

S(X,Y)=ag(X,Y)+bTi(X)n(Y),
where a, b are smooth fimctions on M.
The (k,pı)-nullity distribution of a contact metric manifold (M^’ 
pair (k, M.)eR^, is a distribution given by;

.tp.'j-|.g) for thc

N(k, p):p^ Np(k, p)={R(X,Y)Z} = k(g(Y,Z)X-g(X,Z)]+ ^ı[ g(Y,Z)hX- g(X,Z)hY] 
So, if the characteristic vector fıeld Ç belongs to the (k,p)-nulîit>' distribution we 
have
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R(X,Y)Ç=k[n(Y)X-rı(X)Y]+|i[n(Y)hX-n(X)hY]. (2.8)

3 .CONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS WITH C(^^S=0 AND E (K,p.> 
NULLITY DISTRIBUTION

In tlıis seetion we will use the follovving well known results to prove the main 
theorem. We will use next the following Theorem and Lemma.

Theorem 3.1[3]: Let (M^’ ,cp,^,Ti,g) be a contact metne manifold with R(X,Y)Ç=O 
for ali vector fields X,Y. Then M^' is locally produet of flat (n+l)-dimensional 
manifold and an n-dimensional manifold of positive contact curvature equal to 4.

Lemma 3.2[2]: hı any contact metric manifold (M^’ , witlı Ç belonging to

the (k,|4.)-nullity distribution, where k<l, the Ricci operatör <E> is given by
QX=[2(n-l)-np]X+[2(n-l)+p]hX+[2(l-n)+n(2k+p]T|(X)Ç, n>l 

for any Xex(M).

Corollary 3.3[2]: In any contact metric manifold (M^’ ,cp,Ç,Tl,g) with Ç belonging
to the (k,p)-nulüty distribution the Ricci tensor S is given by 

S(X,Y)=[2(n-l)-np]g(X,Y)+[2(n-l)+p]g(hX,Y) 

+[2(l-n)+n(2k+p]Ti(X)Ti(Y), (n>l).

(3.1)

(3.2)

Main Theorem: Let (M^^’ 
conditions

İ)C(Ç,X)S=O,

, (p,£.r|,g) be a contact metne manifold given \vith

ii) R(X,Y)Ç=k[n(Y)X-n(X)Y]+p[n(Y)hX-n(X)hY].,V(k,p)eR" (k<l)
Then the is either
i)locally isometric to E""(0)xS”(4) or, 
ii)an p-Einstem manifold.

Proof: Let (M^’ , cp,Ç,Ti,g) be a contact metne manifold which is the given 
conditions . We have the following cases;
Case (i): If k=0, p=0 then we have R(X,Y)Ç=0 for ali X,Ye'/(M) and so by 
Theorem 3.1, the manifold M is locally isometric to E”*'xS°(4).

Case (ü): If and then from the first hypothesis we have
O=(C(^,X)S)(Y,Z)=C(Ç,X)S(Y,Z)-S(C(Ç,X)Y,Z)-S(Y,C(Ç,X)Z) 

and from which
S(C(Ç,X)Y,Z)= -S(Y,C(Ç,X)Z) VX,Y,Ze%(M).

(3.3)

(3.4)
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If we take Z=ğ in relation (3.4), we get
S(C(Ç,X)Y,0= -S(Y,C(Ç,X)0, (3.5)

and so we get
S(C(Ç,X)Y,0= 2nkg(C(§,X)Y,0-

Using equation (3.1) we lıave
(3.6)

C(^,X)Ç=R(§,X)Ç-
2nk

(n-2)
TI(X) +

1
(n-2)

QX+
2nk 

(n-2)
X

+ 1
(n-2Xn-l)

and using tlıe second hypothesis, we also get

K(T1(X)Ç-X)

where

and

S(C(^,X) Ç,Y)=
1 

(n-2)
S‘(X,Y)+(A,-k)S(X,Y)

-KBı+lnk^) Ti(X)Ti(Y)-^S(hX,Y).

S^(X,Y)=g(QX, QY)

---- L—
(n-2) (n-2)(n-l)
2nk

K, Bı=
Zraık 4n^k^

(n-l)(n-2) (n-2)
Using the cqualions (3.1), (3.3) and the second hypothesis we get

- S(C(£^,X)Y,ej= 2nk 
(n-2)

S(X.Y)-A.gr.XY)-H;,nıX)n(Y)-2nkugfhX.Y)

where,

A2=2nk^+
4n"k’ + 2Knk
(n-2) (n-î)(n-2)

, B2=-2nk2- 2nK 
(n-l)(n-2)

(3.8)

(3.8)*

(3.9)

Using (3.8) and (3,9), the equalion (3,4) yields to
1

(n-2)

2nk

S^(X,Y)+(Aı-k)S(X,Y)+(Bı+2nk2) Ti(X)n(Y)-gS(hX,Y) (3.10)

(n-2)
S(X,Y)-A2g(X,Y)-B2n(X)n(Y)-2nk^tg(hX,Y).

Now let us calculate S^(X,Y); since the tensor h is self-adjoint and 

h^=(k-l)q>~, k<l, (see{2]) we have
S2(X,Y)-(A-+(k-l)B")g(X,Y)+(2AC+C"-(k-l)B")q(X)n(Y) 

where, A=2(n-l)-np., B=2(n-l)+|r, and C=2(l-n)+n(2k+|a,).
Fuıthermore, using the equation (3.2) we obtain

S(hX,Y)=Ag(hX,Y)-(k-l)Bg(X,Y)+(k-l)Ti(X)Ti(Y).
Coınbining the equations (3.11) and (3.12) witlı (3.10), we get

A3S(X,Y)+pB3g(hX,Y)=A4g(X,Y)+B4n(X)n(Y),

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)
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where.

A3=A,-k-
2nk

(n-2)’
B3=2ıık-A, A4=-[|4.(k-l)B+

1
(n-2)

B4=-[
1 

(«-2)
(2AC+C“-(k-l)B^)+Bı+2nk^-|i(k-l)B+B2].

(/V ((k-i)n')-AJ

By (3.12) and (3.13) also get

g(hX,Y)=(
A4 -A3A 

A3B 4- p.
■)g(X,Y) + (

B4 -A,C

AjB + (4,
-) îi(X)n(Y). (3,14)

Hence by (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain

S(X,Y)=(-
A4 14B3A5 

A3
■)g(X,Y) + (

^4 MB3B5

A3
■) t1(X)ti(Y), (3,15)

where,

A5-
A4 -A3A 

AjB-ı-p
65=

B4 - A3C 
A3B + |X

(3,16)

So(M^* ,cp,Ç,r|,g) is an rı-Einstein manifold.
If kAO and p.=0, then it is easy to show that 
manifold and this completes the proof of theorem.

,(p,Ç,Ti,g) is also an rı-Einstein
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